
TIPS
Although you cannot deliberately make a dead end, you

can place opponents components in hard to reach, 

currently inaccessible areas ;)

The winning player may wish to look his opponents in the

eyes and say :

MWAHAHAHAHAHA.

CREDITS

This game has been created by Chris Morse 

(Faraway Pictures at BoardGameGeek).

If you would like to see more of my work 

please visit my Portal : 

http://farawaypictures.blogspot.com/

MAD ROBOTS

INTRODUCTION

Mad Robots is the game of slightly crazed megalomaniac

robots. These twisted geniuses have been building

Doomsday Death-Ray Devices (DDD), and are now in the

final stages of construction.

All that remains is to deploy Nano-Bots into the construction

to activate the 6 final components, and then, victory is theirs!

Each player (Mad Robot Genius), has 6 Nano-Bots at his 

disposal. (I suggest using pawns from a Chess set, or make

your own custom Bots). These Bots are deployed from the

LAB starting point to venture out into the DDD structure in an

attempt to locate and control the last 6 remaining 

components of the DDD. 

To take control of a component, the Bot simply needs to 

position itself on it.
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The 6 components are:

• POWER COUPLING
• TARGETING DISH
• ENERGY PROBE
• BATTERY CONVERTER
• CONTROL CHIP
• LAUNCH MODULATOR

When all 6 are controlled, a Mad Robot has succeeded

and his DDD is operational!

START

Play begins with all the tiles being shuffled and placed

face down within reach of the players.

The LAB tile is placed first. This is the starting tile and all

Bots begin here. Each player has 6 Bots and can place 1

Bot each onto the LAB tile.

PLAY

Each turn a player must draw a new tile and add it to the
existing board. No player can deliberately make a dead
end. The player can then move his bot up to 1 tile along a
specified path. There are 4 exits from the LAB tile and a 
player must place his Bot onto one of them and stay on that
path unless he finds a tile allowing him to change paths, 
or backtracks to the LAB tile and chooses another path.

Each turn a player may choose to bring on another Bot
instead of moving the one in play. If this is done, simply add
a Bot to the LAB tile and move him to complete that turn. Only
1 Bot is allowed to move at any time though. It is quite 
possible to have all 6 Bots in play, and to win this is what must
happen.

If you cannot move to reach a component you can either:

Take another tile from the stack and place it over an existing
tile on the periphery. (It must not interfere with access to any
components though)

or

Take a tile (if the stack has been exhausted) from the 
periphery where no play is involved and reuse it, either to add
to or over an existing tile.

All players must be in agreement over which areas are 
eligible for reuse.

FURTHER RULES

A component is captured when a Bot has discovered it along

his path. He then simply places himself on it. To win a player

must have a Bot on 6 different components.

When a player has 2 components captured he is then

allowed to move a Bot up to 2 tiles. When 3 components are

captured, a Bot can move up to 3 tiles and so on up to 5. This

extra movement does not count for adding new tiles. Still only

1 tile can be placed each turn. The extra movement cannot

be divided between bots. A single bot must use up all 

movement, if he decides not to, or cannot, the left over

amount is not carried over.

You may if you wish to move your Bot from off a component

but any movement bonus will be lost along with it.

No 2 Bots can occupy the same component.

LAB TILE COMPONENT TILE
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